Salsa ALSB Instructions
Individual Class Kits:
 (2) 12x12 Teal Print
 (2) 12x12 Orange Raised Print
 (2) 12x12 Lim Raised Print
 (2) 8.5x11 Teal Print
 (2) 12x12 Wheel & Sprocket Black Plain
 Salsa Photo Mattes
 Salsa Cutouts
 Salsa Die Cut Tags
Shared Supplies:
 Noir Black Palette Ink
Layout #1 and #2
Technique: Mathematic Matting; 8.5x11 Split Over-the-Gutter








(2) 12x12 Teal Print
12x12 Wheel and Sprocket Black Plain
8.5x11 Teal Print
(2) 4.25x6.25 White Plain Photo Mattes
White Salsa Cutouts
Black Ink

1. Place the 12x12 Black Plain into the trimmer and cut at 6.” Stack and
rotate the two 6x12 pieces and trim at 8 and 4” to make six 4x6 photos.

2. Trim the 8.5x11 Teal Print horizontally at 8.” Color all edges of both Teal
Print pieces with black ink.

3. Position the 12x12 Teal Print with the raised border running vertically
along the left edge. Attach the 8.5x8 Teal Print vertically onto the top right
corner of the 12x12 Teal Print, about 1” from the top and flush with the
right edge.
4. Place two vertical 4x6 Black Photo mattes onto the lower right corner of
the page. Nest a 4x6 Black photo matte onto a 4.25x6.25 White matte and
place horizontally onto the top of the layout.
5. Select an image from the White printed cutouts and attach to the page.

6. Orient the remaining 12x12 Teal Print with the border running vertically
along the right edge. Affix the 3x8.5 Teal Print vertically onto the left side
of the page, 1” from the top and flush with the left edge.
7. Layer a 4x6 Black photo matte onto a 4.25x6.25 White Plain matte; place
onto the bottom center of the layout. Add an additional vertical and
horizontal Black photo matte to the upper half of the page.
8. Select two White cutouts, trim with a scissors or paper trimmer, and add to
the page to finish.

Layout #3 and #4
Technique: Border and Mattes







(2) 12x12 Orange Print
(2) 4.25x6.25 Black Print Photo Mattes
12x12 Wheel and Sprocket Black Plain
Orange Cutouts
Black Ink

1. Place the 12x12 Orange Print into the trimmer with the printed border
vertically on the right side. Trim at 8 and 4.” Stack the two plain 4x12
pieces and cut horizontally at 6.”

2. Ink the edges of a 4x6 Orange photo matte and layer onto a 4.25x6.25
Black Print photo matte. Place vertically onto the lower left side of the
12x12 Orange Print with raised border vertically on left edge. Attach the
remaining 4.25x6.25 Black Print matte vertically onto the upper right side.
3. Select two Orange Print cutouts, color edges with black ink, and attach
above and below the photo mattes.
4. Add black ink to the edges of the 4x12 Orange Print; layer vertically onto
the right edges of the 12x12 Black Plain, about .5” from the edge.
5. Ink the edges of the three 4x6 Orange photo mattes with black ink. Place
two horizontal and one vertical matte onto the layout.
6. Select two Orange cutouts, ink edges, and layer onto the page.

Layout #5 and #6
Technique: 8 in the Gutter










(2) 12x12 Lime Print
8.5x11 Teal Print
(2) 4.25x6.25 Orange Photo Mattes
(2) 4.25x6.25 Red Photo Mattes
4.25x6.25 Teal Photo Matte
4.25x6.25 Lime Photo Matte
Teal and Lime Cutouts
Teal and Lime Die Cut Tags

1. Tired of cutting? Let’s assemble! Position the black border of the 12x12
Lime Print horizontally across the top of the page.
2. Layer a 4.25x6.25 Teal photo matte and Red photo matte horizontally onto
the left side of the layout. Place a 4.25x6.25 Orange matte vertically onto
the right side.
3. Punch out a medium die cut Teal tag, layer with a Lime cutout, and attach
to the bottom right.
4. Orient the remaining 12x12 Lime Print with the border vertically on the
right side. Place the 8.5x11 Teal Print on the left side, centering from top
to bottom and matching the distance on the left edge.
5. Attach a vertical 4.25x6.25 Red matte and Lime matte onto the bottom of
the page, and a horizontal 4.25x6.25 Orange matte onto the upper half of
the layout.
6. Punch out two small Lime tags and embellish with Teal cutouts. Layer
onto the right side of the Orange photo matte.

